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Included are period color charts for powder, rouge, lip color, eyeshadow, and nail polish that can
be taken to any beauty counter for evaluation and color complementing to get a geniune look. Filled
with photographs of famous starlets and icons such as for example Louise Brooks, Greta Garbo,
Rita Hayworth, and Audrey Hepburn, and also complete guidelines for re-creating each star's look,
this indispensable reference for creating classic beauty and glamour explains how to achieve from
bee-stung lips to an ideal Marilyn Monroe mole.Discovering different makeup methods and practices
from the appears of the 1920s through the 1950s, this help to creating authentic period faces offers
instructions on how best to simulate each appear, from the curve of the lips to the arch of the
eyebrow.
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Celebrities from each period are shown.Little but Helpful I love the tips on color and technique. It isn't
extremely big, but it's still very good. So happy to aquire it again Lent this publication to a co
employee when I had got it new. Never got it back. that I wanted. won't, EVER lend it again!!!
Invaluable resource for a retro look! I cannot believe I lost this on the BART train on my method to
go to a makeup artist! A slender volume but still a nice reference Yes, this book isn't a thorough
guide to vintage looks and cosmetics. So happy to aquire it once again. For every period, there
were several appears, from innocent to siren, that gave you a wide range of authentic period
designs to copy for. I love this book--but I love this publication, and I take advantage of it on a
regular basis for helpful information when I'll an interval event.Now I understand how different the
youthful Audrey Hepburn's eyebrows were, state from those of Elizabeth Taylor.An expanded,
revised edition would be a most welcome addition to my own library Mandatory for doll customizers
and artists! Fantastic in order to attempt reproducing those talks about home.Perform you customize
dolls or aspire to recreate period looks in your art? My granddaughter was doing a research study
on make-up and searching for tips on how to make use of make-up. This book was very helpful.
Grab a copy when you can! A fun and informative book. Step-by-step instructions Great book
Goes in details for every decade. They really were quite different and GORGEOUS! I highly
recommend it along with Hairstyling 40's from the same author. An excellent bible on the
subject.This booklet helped me achieve the type of appear with authenticity of makeup color for
enough time, etc.Yes, the photos are sadly only in black and white.However, the classic film
celebrity photos to accompany each look are wonderful. At those prices, it seems like highway
robbery.Defintely snap that one up when you can find a good quality used copy. A discounted price
will help soften the blow of the addresses being too close jointly. And when I want Audrey's
eyebrows, I'd like hers--not Liz's. Have you ever wanted to recreate a look of the past to match
your mood, make a statement, or attend a outfit party? Vintage Encounter: Period Appears from
the 20s, 30s, 40s and 50s. This book can be an absolute requirement for you personally!I loved
this publication!Using photographs of movie divas, you'll find step by step instructions, including
eyebrow charts and lip lines to turn your face into a blast from days gone by. I took it with me on a
recent trip and my airplane seatmates went wild over it, they all said they were likely to buy a copy
to use on day night -- everyone wants to become a vamp, not know? Please don't pay $300 for
this book! It is extremely small. It was only $12. I paid $3 and have it loaned to me for at least 2-3
weeks. I did so not purchase it, but I chose to search for it through my library. If your library will Inter
Library Loans, they are able to often find any reserve in america library system and mail it to your
library for a little fee.95 at full retail price, and honestly it isn't worthwhile.I am not ready to pay $250
to displace my copy at the moment, but I REALLY feel a tremendous loss never to have this as a
resource. A informative and fun beauty book A helpful little guidebook that can help you recreate
period make-up looks. I certainly wouldn't plunk down a huge selection of dollars for it, so I can
understand the disappointment. At a far more reasonable price, it's a great book. Just to illustrate,
the development of Gene Tierney from the 1930s with slightly pudfy cheeks to 1940s glamour girl.
However, I bought the reserve when it was cheap and new. Also incls. recipes you can blend up
yourself and incls. many tips & methods. An absolute must have for all makeup artists!
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